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‘‘Be the change you want to see in the world”

- Ghandi

Don’t Succumb to PHEEIA: Stop The Proposed Public Higher
Education and Empowerment & Innovation Bill—It Would Transfer
Financial Burdens of New York State Onto Students and Parents!!
By Bill Simons, Chapter President

On March 9, 2010, a UUP Oneonta delegation, along with UUP contingents from SUNY campuses
throughout the State, joined with New York Public Interest Research Group, United Student Senate, and
Professional Staff Congress for a large rally and meetings at the New York State Legislature in Albany to
advocate for SUNY. Hundreds of us were there to make your voice heard.

SUNY Students Leaders with UUP Signs at Legislature

Proposed budget cuts and Governor David Paterson’s misguided Public Higher Education &
Empowerment Bill poses the most serious threat to SUNY since the University’s inception in 1948. It is a
privilege to march and advocate alongside our informed and articulate student allies. As long as SUNY is
imperiled, UUP will return again and again to Albany to meet with lawmakers and to explain UUP’s serious
reservations about budget cuts and the Public Higher Education Empowerment and Innovation Act. The
outcome is far from assured, and the stakes are very high. When UUP asks you to support SUNY by letter,
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fax, email, and in-person advocacy, respond as though your job depends on it because it just might before this
is over. Go to the Home Page of the State UUP site at http://www.uupinfo.org/

Fred Miller, State Secretary Eileen Landy, and Bill Simons Advocating for SUNY

Although the future of SUNY remains embattled, it is heartening to know that our great University has
strong advocates in the Legislature. For example, our local Assemblyman, Bill Magee, an articulate SUNY
supporter through the years, latter asserted, “I will advocate and speak with my colleagues in Albany to
oppose the Higher Education Empowerment and Innovative Act for both SUNY and CUNY schools.”
Assemblyman Magee, first elected to the Legislature in 1990, serves on the House Higher Education
committee and other key positions. I had the privilege, along with others, of accompanying Bill Magee
back in 1990 on his first tour of the Oneonta campus. Tireless and diligent, Assembly Magee logs many
hours travelling through Otsego, Madison, and Oneida counties to meet with constituents and listen to their
concerns in the sprawling 111th District.

Assemblyman Bill Magee Discussing SUNY with Students and UUPers

While visiting with Senator Roy McDonald in his Albany office, we were witness to a remarkable
moment. Following our presentation Senator McDonald said we had not done our homework—and, then
with good-natured smile, revealed that he was the only SUNY College at Oneonta alumnus ever elected to
the State Legislature---and that his former Professor was in the room, none other than UUP Oneonta’s own
Fred Miller! With great animation and gusto, Senator McDonald then proceeded to advocate for SUNY. The
Senator’s knowledge of SUNY, rooted in defining personal experience, is impressive.
continued
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Senator Roy McDonald and his former Professor Fred Miller

Senator McDonald received both a bachelor’s and master’s degree from SUNY College at Oneonta. A
decorated Vietnam combat veteran, he is a strong advocate for those with autism and other disabilities. Prior
to election to the Senate, he served in the Assembly. For good reason, Senator McDonald received the SUNY
College at Oneonta Distinguished Alumni Award. His extensive Senate work includes the Labor, Children
and Families, Social Services, Mental Health, Insurance, and Veterans & Homeland Security committees.

Students and UUPers Meet with Senator McDonald

With clarity and precision, State UUP President, Dr. Phillip H. Smith, explains why the misnamed
Empowerment Act threatens SUNY:
SUNY is facing the greatest threat to its existence and your job could be affected. Like a wolf
in sheep’s clothing, this threat comes in the form of the so-called “SUNY/CUNY Empowerment and
Innovation Act,” proposed by Gov. Paterson and promoted heavily by the SUNY administration in
its “SUNY Advocates” Web site and many public statements.
According to SUNY Chancellor Nancy Zimpher, “The SUNY/CUNY Empowerment Acts
harnesses high-impact, zero-cost solutions that will create jobs, build the foundations for
tomorrow’s economy and strengthen public higher education…while saving millions of taxpayer
dollars.”
Sound too good to be true” It is. In fact, “saving millions of taxpayer dollars” is just another
continued
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way of saying that our governor and SUNY are pressing a plan that would allow New York State
to further abandon its obligation to provide an affordable and accessible system of public higher
education. The governor’s proposed budget would reduce next year’s funding for SUNY by
approximately $152 million. This represents an additional funding cut that, in a span of only twoyears, reduces state aid to SUNY by some $562 million-nearly $85 million less than it was twenty
years ago.
“Zero-cost solutions that will create jobs?” Not a chance. This act—which I believe should be
more aptly named the “Endangerment and Injury Act”—would cost parents and students thousands
of dollars! That’s because it would grant SUNY authority to raise tuition, including differential
tuition, without any governmental constraints. Yes, it is true that across-the-board increases, for
both graduate and undergraduate programs, are limited to 21/2 times the five year rolling average
of the Higher Education Price Index (HEPI). However, the governor and SUNY have chosen NOT
to publicize the fact that the University could impose differential tuition increases on top of the
HEPI limitation. In other words, there would be no limits on what SUNY could charge. This is
neither a rational nor predictable plan for tuition increase.
SUNY and the governor claim the act would raise revenue that would be used to create jobs.
What’s true is, the act would allow SUNY to enter into public/private partnerships with virtually
no oversight. There is absolutely no evidence that SUNY can raise any revenue from these joint
ventures and partnerships. In fact, SUNY;s previous experiences with joint ventures, through
special bills enacted by the Legislature, have cost New York taxpayers millions of dollars in lost
revenue. The near-empty biotechnology facility at SUNY Farmingdale and the various Centers for
Excellence are just two examples of how SUNY’s partnerships have lost, not raised, revenues.
Here’s what the act doesn’t admit to. Many of its other provisions have great potential to
jeopardize the welfare and job security of you and all of our members.
For example, the act eliminates any state appropriations for tuition and other revenues. This
removes any guarantee that student tuition and fees will be restricted to benefitting the academic
mission of your campus. Even more ominously, the act authorizes the University to deposit its funds
outside the State Treasury. Imagine the risks that lie therein. Have we learned nothing from the
mistakes of removing oversight on our financial industry?
Also, this act eliminates any approvals by the State Comptroller and Attorney General
of contracts for services. This means that the opportunities for outsourcing not only increase
enormously, but we would not be in a position to stop those contracts before they are executed. And,
there is a provision that permits developers to build on University property for purposes not directly
related to the campuses’ academic mission—simply to achieve local real property tax exemption.
This latter provision perpetrates a hoax on working people who are so desperately looking for jobs
in this battered economy. The promises of jobs supported by project labor agreements or prevailing
wage provisions are empty ones—construction projects performed by private contractors using
private funds are exempt from such labor protections!
The threat to our jobs is real. UUP is aware that, on several occasions, college presidents
have stated to our own members their belief that, if enacted, the governor’s proposals will permit
them to undo union contracts and much of what we have accomplished over the years. Whether
they can do this or not is irrelevant. What is relevant is that’s what they think which, in and of itself,
signals the University’s intent and should be all the warning we need. Moreover, we are concerned
that, if this act becomes law, our membership will be harmed at the negotiations table. Why? It’s
simple: if New York State has a limited or no financial stake in SUNY employees, why would it be
inclined to bargain in a fair and equitable manner?
With 80 percent of SUNY’s operating budget directed towards personnel costs, there’s a lot at
stake for UUP and all our members. As we move more and more toward a private university our
collective bargaining rights become more and more eroded. According to the National Center for
the Study of Collective Bargaining (at Hunter College), in terms of college and university employees

State UUP President Phil Smith greets Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver as NYSUT Executive VP
Andy Pallotta looks on.

Volunteers Needed for UUP and CSEA at Saturday’s Bread
— Saturday, May 8, 2010 —
By Bill Simons, Chapter President

On Saturday, May 8, 2010, UUP Oneonta will join our friends from CSEA to staff Saturday’s Bread,
a community kitchen that dispenses hot meals and good cheer. Linda Drake will, as previously, co-ordinate
our chapter’s participation in this worthwhile community service. Although Saturday’s Bread is housed
at the First United Methodist Church, 66 Chestnut Street, Oneonta, the program is a non-denominational
and humanitarian service open to all. To be part of the volunteer group at Saturday’s Bread on May 8th ,
you must be willing to work from 9 AM to 2 PM. As we need an exact list of the names and numbers of
participants, please e-mail (drakelm@oneonta.edu) Linda Drake to volunteer. When you contact Linda,
please provide her with your full name, e-mail, and telephone number.
Kudos to Linda, the College at Oneonta’s Executive Director of the Center for Social Responsibility and
UUP’s Director of Community Service, for continuing to facilitate the involvement of volunteers in a variety
of benevolent enterprises. UUP Oneonta has participated in post-Katrina reconstruction in the Gulf, flood
relief in our region, collection drives, Habitat for Humanity, and other volunteerism under Linda’s leadership.
UUP is proud to collaborate with our brothers and sisters in CSEA in this current Saturday’s Bread endeavor.
Service is central to our mission.
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covered by collective bargaining agreements, “less than six percent are employed by private
colleges or universities.” The Empowerment Act certainly will not “empower” our members.
Don’t be fooled by the “SUNY Advocate” hype. SUNY wants the power and freedom of a
private university and it will pay any price to get it—including making it easy for the state to walk
away from its responsibility to fund public higher education and our jobs.
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Honor’s Program as a Foundation for the Next Decade:
Revisiting an Academic Vision
By Rob Compton, Vice President for Academics

As the College at Oneonta moves toward adjusting to more
challenging times as demographics shift over the next decade and the
student population declines and becomes more diverse, colleges and
universities will have to offer a value-added experience. In SPARC and
elsewhere, there have been some discussions about our lethargic Honors
Program which has, of late, been starved of resources. Lately, I have
begun to wonder if there is an institutional and faculty commitment
for a robust and growing Honors Program. As many of you know,
I previously taught at Western Kentucky University, which has an
excellent Honors Program, with a Director, Assistant Director, a Writing
Specialist, and secretarial support. Its excellence is a product of a
strategic vision and a commensurate commitment of resources and an
administrative recognition that a vibrant honors program sets them
apart from their educational peers. How does our Honors Program
fit into the Strategic Vision of our College? Furthermore, who should
decide who participates in restructuring the program?

“[A vibrant program requires]
strategic vision and a
commensurate commitment of
resources and an administrative
recognition that a vibrant
honors program sets them apart
from their educational peers.”

Prospective students and their parents ask about our honors program. I know it exists, but it is barely
functional at this moment. Oneonta does not have enough students that graduate in the top 10% of their
high school class. A strong honor’s program will attract a larger cohort of the top 10% class. We need to
do this for the growth and success of our students, faculty, and the college itself. It is increasingly a matter
of survival and cannot be neglected any longer. The Honor’s Program could be and should be a focal
point of such an endeavor. It needs to be the “crown jewel” of our academic prowess for recruitment
and retention of students and faculty. This editorial offers a vision about how program of academic honors
excellence would function.
Across the Curriculum Concept
The irony of higher education is its specialization, which runs counter to the resolution of problems
that exist in the world today. My personal thinking is increasingly embracing the idea of interdisciplinary
education, rather than a multidisciplinary one. In other words, rather than bringing experts from variety of
fields to solve policy problems, a more efficient and coherent method would be to bring forward those trained
inter-disciplinarily. Faculty has to undergo re-education and re-learning to be able to meet the demands of
such magnitude. However, life-long learning is what most of us embrace. At the very least, educational
program must become more multidisciplinary with an interdisciplinary goal. A strong and vibrant honors
program establishes the base to this type of learning and intellectual inquiry.
It is a well-known fact that the “Ivory Tower” resists major changes to curricular changes. As Thomas
Kuhn in The Structure of Scientific Revolutions noted, an entrenched paradigm resists changes and labels
critics that propose new ideas as heretics. “Only when existential conditions become so severe, when the
anomalies inherent in the paradigm create such cognitive dissonances that it is swept away, that a new
set of approaches can arise from the ashes.” I believe we are at such a stage with the Honors Program.
A revitalized Honors Program could consist of four foundations, including the three [Writing (WAC),
Language (LAC), and Internationalization Across-the-Curriculum IAC)] noted in my previous Sentinel
article on the revitalization of the Honors Program. In addition, I would also like to offer an idea for a
fourth pillar: diversity across the curriculum (DAC).
The Four Pillars of the Honors Program: From Conception to Operation
Through a process of augmenting traditional courses, students would select a total of two courses
continued

Students would also participate in the Writing-Across-the-Curriculum (WAC) program. Very often, I
have juniors and seniors who cannot put coherent paragraphs together. Odd, what those high school teachers
used to say that about their students prior to their graduation! It appears that the inability to write cancer has
inevitably spread to higher education. By selecting two courses per year during their junior and senior years
(4 total) as “writing enhanced,” of which at least one course must be outside the major or minor, the student
would hone strong writing skills, which would set them apart from their peers. Students would work with the
Honors Center, staffed with a full-time writing specialist, to fulfill this requirement.
The Internationalization-Across-the-Curriculum (IAC) could be fulfilled in a combination of two
approaches. First, students would be required to go abroad on either approved short-term study abroad
programs or semester abroad programs. The College would need to re-invigorate established and develop
new strategic relations with colleges and universities abroad for student and faculty exchange programs.
Secondly, through a program of internationally based internships and domestic internships with a significant
international component, our Honor’s program would differentiate us from all others. Whether in marketing,
accounting, sciences, music industry, or the social sciences, such internships and opportunities abound.
Restructuring and making the S.T.E.P. program more transparent, with greater funding, and a committee
structure for awards to our best students would go a long way in enhancing affordability for them to go
abroad.
During the third and fourth years, the Honors Colloquia would focus on the “issues of diversity and
social justice” by integrating inter and multi-disciplinary components of the Honors experience while
simultaneously preparing students for their Honors thesis.
An Honors housing system, established by Student Life, would add to the camaraderie and cement
the experience of the students. The Honors Housing would facilitate a monthly faculty presentation at the
residence hall and once a year, the Honors Program would host a presentation and discussion by a renowned
professor with interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary import.
Conclusion
Let us not be penny wise and pound foolish by
failing to allocate the appropriate resources to the
Honors Program. A permanent director, assistant
director, and a full-time secretary will provide the
administrative structure for the program. By
refocusing our program and emphasizing language,
writing, internationalization across the curriculum,
and diversity, the University of the Catskills (SUNY)
would provide a unique program that would allow
us to bring in the best students. Bureaucratic inertia,
administrative recalcitrance, or faculty lethargy could
prevent the inception of such a program. However,
successful colleges and universities must adapt. Are
students, faculty, and administrators up for the
challenge that would take us to the next academic
level? The power is in your hands and we must seize
it for the future of the University of the Catskills (SUNY).
Will we become a university that aspires and embraces
academic excellence?

Restructuring and making the S.T.E.P.
program more transparent, with greater
funding, and a committee structure for
awards to our best students would go a
long way in enhancing affordability for
them to go abroad.
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during their junior and senior years within their major(s) and minor(s) for the purpose of Honors designation
based on the extensive use foreign language material to design, execute, and produce a paper or project as
assigned in the class. That would satisfy the Language-Across-the-Curriculum (LAC) component.
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Oneonta University Revisited
By Alex Thomas, Associate Professor, Sociology,
and UUP Representative,
Labor-Management Grants Committee

For almost a year I have been writing a flow of consciousness directed at reconceptualizing our fine
college. We’ve used terms such as “granola strategy” and “regional university,” but month by month
the topic has changed and the focus has differed. So here, in my final column of the year, is the “granola
strategy” in one place.
In order to bring the college to the “next level,” we must first define what we mean by the “next level.”
This requires some honest appraisal of our strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats – what urban
planners call a “SWOT analysis.” That could be a column of its own so I’ll spare you the details, but it
is worth thinking about why the college has made such leaps and bounds since the mid-90s. We should
acknowledge that our enrollment management and admissions have improved significantly in that time, and
the folks who have helped engineer our success deserve a round of applause. Rising numbers beget rising
numbers, at least for a time, and we are attracting some very good students. Other factors are also important:
the “Blacklist Scandal” not only brought shame to our institution in the 1990s, but for a time applications
were down so much that Hulbert Hall was closed. By the early part of this decade a new generation of
students who had not heard of this stain were again applying to the college, and this enabled us to be more
selective in our admissions – we can think of this as the Blacklist Bounceback. The favorable location of the
college – in the middle of everywhere, not “nowhere” – means that Oneonta is now the funky college town
two hours from the city because the suburbs are growing closer to Oneonta. This is a tremendous opportunity
for the college and the town as a whole. And of course, the big gorilla in the room is the affordability of
public colleges, even with budget cuts and rising tuition, vis-à-vis our private competitors. The fact of the
matter is that nearly all colleges in our sector of SUNY have witnessed similar improvements in their status,
so in at least one sense our boat is simply rising with the tide.
SUNY Central has been callous in its treatment of the comprehensive colleges. The university centers
are given card blanche to expand at will, sopping up large proportions of the SUNY budget yet allowed to
disassociate themselves with the larger institution. A proposed bond will benefit the centers even more. Our
institution in particular must be careful to not step on the toes of the gorillas on either side of us: Albany and
Binghamton. While Money Magazine is nice enough to compare us only to other colleges in our Carnegie
classification in the northeast, prospective students don’t realize that a “Research I” and a “Masters I”
institution are the not the same. In real life, we compete against Albany and Binghamton, as well as all the
private colleges that we sometimes seem to ignore. We also compete against the two-year colleges, now
four-year colleges. Whereas SUNY Oneonta had a niche even when I was applying to colleges, it is now
shared with Delhi and Mohawk Valley Community College. SUNY Central has not only “given away” our
niche, but through the Seamless Transfer Initiative is actively blurring the lines between the comprehensive
colleges and the community colleges. Several years ago my department lost an adjunct with a Masters
degree – a fine teacher without an interest in research or pursuing a Ph.D. – because it was apparent that our
department requires a doctorate for a full-time position. Seamless transfer will require us to accept courses
from faculty at other institutions who we would not hire at our own, and there is a contradiction here. Either
we should lower our standards or the two-year colleges should raise theirs; in the process, we should consider
what it is about a college education that makes it different than a high school education. In either case,
SUNY Central is proving itself to be our adversary and not our friend.
The answer to this conundrum is to reimagine SUNY Oneonta as something between a research
university and a four-year teaching college. In other words, carving out a narrowly-defined niche so that
we do not compete directly against the university centers or the new four-year colleges. SUNY Oneonta
should aim to be a university with a focus on teaching and community involvement; in other words, strive
to live up to the potential of a public university. For inspiration we should look to our home region: the
Catskill Mountains and Upper Susquehanna region, stretching from the Delaware River to the Mohawk
River. What types of issues are important in this region? The Catskills are faced with increasing population
continued

SUNY Oneonta can make a legitimate claim to be the University of the Catskills and address issues
related to our region, particularly environmental issues and the urban/rural nexus. In New York, only Cornell
University has a significant program that examines rural issues, and that has not always fared well with
budget cuts. Even if their programs go away entirely the issues they address will not, and Oneonta is in a
perfect location to study them. Such a regional focus need not be parochial: there are other communities
in the shadows of great cities facing similar issues of development, disinvestment, and environmental
degradation, and we should find them whether they be an hour from London or two hours from Seoul.
Addressing issues of community and environment can help our local area, but in doing so we can establish
programs to be emulated in other places on a global scale.
How do we celebrate this shift in focus? By rebranding. Personally, I like “Oneonta State University”
as it keeps our name and public affiliation. I also like a subtitle of “The University of the Catskills” to be
used in our marketing. Other people probably have other ideas – we should discuss them.
Retooling and rebranding is only a beginning. The college will continue to have difficulty in recruiting
a diverse student body and faculty if it does not address certain issues in the community. This is not such
a strange idea, however, as many institutions have acknowledged that their fates are tied to that of the
community at large. Colgate University, for example, has created a program that buys downtown buildings
and renovates them. Both Union College and the Sage Colleges have created programs meant to revitalize
neighborhood housing around the college. My own alma mater Northeastern University has revitalized a
large area in its Boston neighborhood. We need to do the same by looking for examples of towns similar
to Oneonta: Ithaca and Northampton immediately come to mind. Oneonta State University is not going to
attract large numbers of students looking for an exhilarating urban experience, but it can attract students
looking for the comforts of small town urbanism set amid easy access to hiking and skiing. By emphasizing
our access to the amenities of the Catskills and even our easy access to nearby metropolitan areas, we become
an attractive option.
We also need to invest in the surrounding community. By working with the city and Hartwick College,
we can contribute to a public trail system that encircles the city, for example. By building a sports complex
with Hartwick College downtown, not only can we have access to a superior swimming pool, ice rink,
and arena large enough for graduation, but it will be a great community facility as well. The creation of a
contemporary art museum downtown, similar to Mass MOCA in North Adams, Massachusetts, can help
Oneonta transition to an arts community in the summer tourist months. Although in the past I called for
assistance to Oneonta World of Learning (OWL) for a children’s museum downtown, the vacant Soccer Hall
of Fame presents a unique opportunity. Not only were there interactive exhibits, but the space would allow
for a series of educational exhibits that could draw on the strengths of our faculty. I for one would like to
work on the exhibits on the evolution of cities and on sprawl in the Catskills – I’m sure other people have
their own ideas. We could also give assistance in revitalizing downtown by building off-campus apartments
for upperclassmen and graduate students in the urban renewal area south of Main Street along modern urban
planning standards that stress focal points and pedestrian flow.
A regional university needs to be organized in such a way that the creativity of the faculty is allowed to
bubble up. This, frankly, involves ending the Divisions of Stuff and More Stuff. In the social sciences, for
example, efforts on the part of the department chairs to meet on a regular basis were stymied by the fact
that we were in different divisions, which at the least made it difficult to add yet another meeting

continued
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pressure as the New York City suburbs move north: what is the
development like? Typically, houses are built on large lots in the
countryside. Does this pattern have side effects? Yes – humananimal interactions are up, and not just with deer but with bobcats
and bear as well! In the northern part of our region, most obvious
in the Mohawk River valley but in smaller industrial towns like
Richfield Springs and Sherburne as well, the big story has been
deindustrialization and disinvestment. SUNY Oneonta is the
largest college in this region, with only Albany, Binghamton,
Cortland, and New Paltz at the region’s fringe approaching our size.
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to our already busy schedules. This situation could be averted by creating academic units that actually put
similar departments together, thus allowing them to coordinate actions and work together. The Sociology
Department would benefit from an effort to make Oneonta a destination for the social sciences – an
individual department cannot do this alone. Your department would similarly benefit from coordination
and working together. There are multiple ways to do this, but here is my vote. Turn the Division of
Education into the School of Education, and place Business & Economics and Human Ecology in a School
of Professional Studies. Then, put the rest of us in a College of Arts & Sciences, divided into the Divisions
of Social & Behavioral Sciences, Natural & Physical Sciences, and Arts & Humanities, each headed by an
Assistant Dean meant to coordinate departments rather than rule them. Keep the departmental structure
intact. Add a graduate school to create graduate programs as a regional university should have graduate
programs, but these will require coordination among departments. The graduate school should also
reexamine policies such as the cross listing of graduate and undergraduate courses. Certain programs could
perhaps be housed under centers designed to both offer graduate programs and function as a research center.
For instance, a “Center for Community and Environment” could in theory sponsor an interdisciplinary
Masters Program and operate as a research center.
In order to make this work, faculty would need to trust that the administration is looking out for the
best interest of the college. Oneonta State University still has the benefit of academic integrity as we have
not sold ourselves to a corporate model of education as yet. Indeed, to make such a transition we need good
leadership from our administrators, people willing to float an idea without the fear that people will say they
are dictating. As faculty, we need to give them the ability to lead without fear of repercussion.
In order to make this work, administration would need to trust that the faculty is looking out for the
best interest of the college. Decisions should be transparent. While supervision should be expected, the
departments should be given the latitude to develop policies that work for their unique circumstances.
The policy about teaching load is a good example of this: ultimately, the people who know best are in
the departments.
This is the time to build on the successes of the past. If we believe that Oneonta State University
is truly a college of excellence, then it is only a matter of time before other colleges seek to replicate our
success. To do so, we need to give ourselves
one more pat on the back and then get to work.
We need to discard antiquated parochialisms
and work together. The causes of environmental
degradation in the region cannot be understood
without an understanding of urbanization in
the region and how our geographical niche is
similar (or not) to places in the shadows of other
great cities. In other words, the natural sciences
need to work with the social sciences. Also,
the loss of the unique northern Appalachian
culture cannot be understood without the
important work of the humanities in terms of
understanding and preserving that culture. In
other words, the social sciences need to work
with the humanities. Ultimately, Oneonta is in
a unique place to study such issues and it can be
the transforming characteristic of our university.
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By Michael McAvoy, UUP Treasurer and Assistant Professor of Economics, Finance, and Accounting
College and Community III is the third in a series of panels sponsored by UUP on the
relationship between SUNY College at Oneonta and the region. This special edition of College and
Community will take place on Tuesday, April 27th at the Otsego Grille, Morris. A complimentary
box lunch begins at 11:45 AM, and the panel discussion starts at 12 noon. As organizer of
College and Community III, I am delighted to announce our exceptional panel, consisting of
Richard P. Miller, Jr., Oneonta Mayor; Douglas Gulotty, Wilber National Bank President; Erna
Morgan McReynolds, Managing Director of The Morgan McReynolds Group at Morgan Stanley
Smith Barney; and Tim Hayes, College Director of the Center for Economic and Community
Development. These four local leaders possess a valuable perspective on the economic relationship between the
College and our region. The panelists will examine the contribution of the College to the economic vitality of the
community beyond the dollars and cents of SUNY Oneonta’s fiscal budget.
Richard P. Miller, Jr., Mayor of the City of Oneonta, previously served as the President of Hartwick College.
Mayor Miller’s higher education administrative experience also includes the following
positions: Vice Chancellor and Chief Operating Officer of the State University of New
York; and Senior Vice President, COO, Vice President, and Senior Counsel to the President
at the University of Rochester. Mayor Miller is a longtime Trustee of Hobart and William
Smith Colleges. Mayor Miller’s business background encompasses his thirteen-year tenure
as President and CEO of Case-Hoyt. A graduate of Middlebury College, Mayor Miller, a
decorated veteran of the Vietnam War, served in U.S. Army.
Douglas C. Gulotty, President and Chief Executive and of The Wilber Corporation
and
of
Wilber
National Bank, received his bachelor’s degree from the State University of
Oneonta Mayor
New York at Oneonta, graduating summa cum laude. “The Wilber Corporation,” notes
Richard P. Miller, Jr.
its website, “is a single bank holding company headquartered in Oneonta, New York, and
through its Bank subsidiary serves the financial needs of the communities of central and upstate New York.” Mr.
Gulotty’s community and civic service has encompassed the following: President, Otsego County Development
Corporation; Treasurer, Oneonta Family YMCA; Director, New York State Bankers’ Service Corporation; Chair,
Otsego County Chamber of Commerce; and Board of Directors, Fox Hospital. Mr. Gulotty earned an advanced
degree, magna cum laude, from the University of Delaware: School of Banking.
Erna Morgan, Managing Director of The Morgan McReynolds Group at Morgan Stanley Smith Barney,
attended SUNY College at New York. Her areas of expertise include money management, estate and retirement
planning, and endowment and foundation consultation. She was twice named to the “Top 100 Women Financial
Advisors” list of Barron’s magazine. With Tom Morgan, her husband and business partner, Ms. McReynolds cohosts Money Talk, a Time Warner News television program. A Founder of the Executive Service Corps OtsegoDelaware, a non-profit group, Ms. McReynolds has also contributed community service to the Catskill Symphony
and Hospice. A native of Gilbertsville, she currently resides in Franklin. Prior to entering the field of financial
advisement, Ms. McReynolds gained prominence as an international journalist with NBC News.
Tim Hayes, Director of the Center for Economic and Community Development (CECD) at SUNY College at
Oneonta, completed the Leadership Otsego program in 2005. CECD, a Division of College Advancement, provides
training and resources in the following areas: leadership training, grants writing, issue research, community and
organization survey, meeting and project facilitation, organization development, and economic development. Prior
to assuming the directorship, Mr. Hayes served for three years as CECD Associate Director. His diverse background
includes stints as managing editor of a weekly newspaper, The Freemen’s Journal, and coordinator of a nonprofit
coalition.
I am pleased to be the moderator of College and Community III. UUP Oneonta is committed to examining
means of collaboration and partnership between town and gown, and emphasizes, “SUNY is the Solution.” Our
distinguished panelists will present their thoughts on the role of the college in the local economy, and audience
questions will follow the formal remarks of the panelists. Beginning at 11:45 PM, UUP will provide complimentary
box lunches and beverages to attendees. The panel discussion starts at 12 noon. The box lunch and panel discussion
are open to all. College employees, students, community members, and others are welcome to attend and
participate. If you wish further information, please contact me at: mcavoym@oneonta.edu.
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College and Community III: The Dialogue Continues—Tuesday, April 27th:
Box Lunch Begins at 11:45 AM; Panel Discussion Starts at 12 Noon
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Public Higher Education Empowerment and Innovation Act: Myth and Reality

Determined UUPers from Throughout the State Travel to the Legislature
Myth: The legislation will save millions of taxpayer dollars.
Reality: The legislation will save money by allowing the state to further abandon its obligation to provide
an affordable, accessible system of public higher education. Students and parents would pay more.
Myth: The flex legislation will create jobs.
Reality: There is no evidence that public/private partnerships—especially those created without government
oversight—raise revenue. In fact, SUNY’s previous joint ventures, through special bills enacted by the
Legislature, have cost taxpayers millions in lost revenue.
Myth: SUNY tuition would not go up more than 2.5 times the five-year rolling average of the Higher
Education Price Index.
Reality: SUNY could impose differential tuition increases on top of the HEPI index. In other words, there
would be no limits on what SUNY could charge.
Myth: There is no need for the state comptroller and attorney general to continue to approve contracts
for services.
Reality: The Act repeals the law requiring the state comptroller and AG to approve contracts. Without
it, SUNY would be able to outsource union jobs, which signals a deeper threat to the collective
bargaining process.
Myth: SUNY will act responsibly without government oversight.
Reality: The legislation eliminates state appropriations for tuition and other revenues, so there is no
guarantee that student tuition and fees will be restricted to benefitting the academic mission of the campus.
Even more ominously, the Act authorizes the University to deposit its fund outside the state Treasury.

UUP Encourages Recycling
Solidarity						
			
Environmental Responsibility

Justice, 			

Please

		

Thanks

Dr. Anthony Roda
September 10, 1939 to March 4, 2010
Professor Anthony Roda, one of the founding members
of the Oneonta Philosophy Department, passed away
Thursday evening, March 4, 2010. He will be deeply missed
by friends, family, colleagues, and a host of current and
former students.
Professor Roda received a BS in Mathematics from St. Peter’s
College in 1962, an MA in Philosophy from Washington
University in 1964, and a PhD in Philosophy from Southern
Illinois University in 1968. In 1967, Dr. Roda was hired as
an Instructor at the State University of New York at Oneonta
where he helped establish a Department of Philosophy and,
in collaboration with
his new colleagues, helped set forth the standards that
would anchor a rigorous major as well as a flexible minor
in the discipline.
Dr. Roda was promoted to Assistant Professor in 1969,
Associate Professor in 1970, and Professor in 1991.
During his 43+ years at Oneonta, he served on numerous
college committees and shouldered the responsibilities of
Dante bridging the divide between this life and the
Department Chair at several key points throughout the
next Domenico di Michelino (detail), Florence 1465
growth and development of the program.
Always a student as well as a teacher, Dr. Roda continued his professional development at the post-doctoral
level with prestigious awards to study in an NEH Summer Seminar at Yale, two NEH Summer Institutes at
Yale, and an NEH Summer Institute at Dartmouth. The NEH Summer Seminar focused on “Dante and the
Philosophy of Education in the Middle Ages” (1994). The Institutes explored the writings of Dante (1986),
Petrarch (1989) and Boccaccio (1991).
Professor Roda’s scholarly contributions included a series of papers and reviews, as well as translations from
Italian to English of Paolo Gambazzi’s “Dialectic of Abstract and Concrete in Whitehead” and Giovanni
Piana’s “History and Existence in Husserl’s Manuscripts.” Perhaps his greatest contribution, however, was an
unassuming and often thankless one. As Editor of Educational Change (official journal of the New York State
Foundations of Education Association) from 1995 to 2010, Dr. Roda encouraged and published the work of
others, cultivating broad-based interdisciplinary academic exchange on matters of contemporary pedagogic
and social importance.
Dr. Roda’s passing will leave an immeasurable hole in our lives, our department, and our institution for
years to come. At a personal level, I had hoped to meet with him last Saturday to talk about this year’s
undergraduate conference and get his recommendations for students to serve as discussants. His generous
funding of the Dominick Roda Memorial Award to recognize and reward conference discussants is a simple
but powerful statement of his commitment to education, his egalitarian values, and his passion for vigorous
philosophical exchange. Truth is always important to a Philosopher, but for Tony being right was secondary
to being informed, eloquent, and engaged. His unrelenting optimism, his ability to find and focus on the
good in everyone he met, and his Herculean ability to bear with grace and dignity burdens that would have
crushed or embittered most people will continue to inspire us for decades to come.

In loving memory of a valued colleague and cherished friend,

Douglas Shrader
March 8, 2010
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In Memoriam
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End of Semester UUP Party: Sunday, May 16th
UUP will hold its traditional end of semester party on Sunday, May 16, 2010, from 1:00—4:00 PM at the
College Camp, one of the area’s treasures. The College Camp provides a spacious, inviting, and picturesque
setting for our union party. The lodge at the Camp will allow us to have the party rain or shine.
Complimentary Brooks’ House of Bar-B-Q lunch -- with delicious food and beverages — will be served.
Although the lodge has inside tables and chairs, outdoor enthusiasts may wish to bring chairs, blankets,
folding tables, games, musical instruments, and sports equipment.
All members of the UUP bargaining unit and their families/significant others are most cordially welcome.
To facilitate food planning, a RSVP is required. To RSVP, please leave a message on the UUP Oneonta
voice mail at 436-2135 and provide your name, telephone number, and the number of family members/
significant others, including yourself, who will attend. Thanks to Special Events Director Loraine Tyler
for doing a terrific job organizing this special gathering. For further information, contact Loraine at
<TYLERLL@Oneonta.Edu>

UUP Labor Film Series
At Hunt Union Red Dragon Theatert
Promoting Solidarity, Justice, and Environmental Responsibility
Through Educational Film Screenings and Discussions
Spring Semester 2010 Program
Arlit, deuxième Paris
Arlit, the second Paris		

Wednesday, April 21, 6:15 - 7:45 PM

Arlit is a uranium mining town in the Sahara desert of Niger developed by European
corporations that extracted profits to fuel nuclear power and left behind radiation sickness,
contamination, and unemployment. Arlit flourished during early 70s when its mines
employed 25,000 workers from across Africa in high paying jobs. Now, it’s little more
than a ghost town and place of transit. In French, Bariba, Hausa and Tamashek with
English subtitles.
See this film with an environmental justice theme just before Earth Day. (2005)
These films run approximately 2 hrs, and will be followed by an audience discussion. For more
information, please contact Professor Gina L. Keel, Film Series Director, at keelgl@oneonta.edu

The Ralph R. Watkins Africana Studies Lecture Series
Wednesday, April 21 @ 6 p.m in CME, Lee Hall.
“Linguistic Connections Between Africa and the Caribbean: The Case of Guadeloupe”
Dr. Ama Mazama - Associate Professor, African American Studies, Temple University
Sponsored by an Inclusion Diversity Equity Action (IDEA) Grant

For More Information Contact:
Ibram Rogers, Assistant Professor of African American History (rogersih@oneonta.edu)

By Rob Compton, Vice President for Academics
For Management: Lisa Wenck,, Associate Vice President for Employees Services.
For Labor: Caridad Souza. Part-Time Concerns Officer and Rob Compton, Vice President for Academics
Meeting convened at 10:00 AM.
I. DSI and PT academic employees:
UUP noted that it is difficult for PT to be considered for DSI given the 50% rule per department,
the documentation issue (FARs are voluntary for them) and that PT are usually not at department
meetings. Both parties agreed to continue to work on this issue to resolution and that Management
will get back to Labor regarding the 50% rule.
II. Documentation for PT DSI:
Management and UUP discussed documentation for PT to receive DSI. Discussions centered on a
chairs support letter and peer observation letters as instruments that could be used.
III. Memorandum of Understanding (1992) and PT consideration for FT Professional Positions:
UUP asked if Management was still interested in this issue. Management stated that they are and
UUP noted that the ball was in our court. Both sides agreed that this should be concluded this
semester in the interest of PT employees.
IV. Online teaching for PT faculty:
UUP and Management discussed the new procedures and mandated training for faculty teaching
on-line during the summer and how it impacts PT faculty. PT faculty have full-time jobs and cannot
easily attend the training. Management noted that they will include wording regarding required
training for online courses in the “letter of appointment.” UUP would like to see compensation for
extra training by the PT faculty.
V. Budget Uncertainty and Impact on PT Faculty:
Management noted that there are no imminent cuts to PT faculty. If there are the union would be
notified. UUP and Management agreed to work on these issues together and Management noted that
they will be attuned to issues of PT health insurance and economic survival.
Meeting adjourned at 11:05 AM

The Empowerment Fandango
By Fred R. Miller, Outreach Representative and Academic Delegate
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Notes for the PT Labor Management Meeting of March 9, 2010
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UUP Regional Chapter Membership Development Officers Meeting
By Hanfu Mi, Membership Director
The Oneonta Chapter had the distinct honor of
serving as host to the first ever UUP Regional Chapter
Membership Development Workshop on Thursday, March
11, 2010. From 10 AM to 3 PM, important information
and perspectives about membership development were
disseminated in the Bacon Activities Room, Morris
Complex. In addition to Oneonta, Cobleskill and Albany
representatives contributed to the proceedings. Even
during our box lunch interval, insights and ideas continued
to come forward. Besides myself, Oneonta representatives
included Chapter President Bill Simons, who delivered the
formal welcome, and Part-Time Concerns Officer Caridad
Souza, who provided the perspective of contingent labor.
UUP Oneonta photographer Nancy Cannon supplemented
the archival record of the event, and our Chapter’s Professional Facilitator Janie Forrest-Glotzer added
important ballast. The workshop was planned and led by Edward H. Quinn, the state UUP Membership
Development Officer and a frequent visitor to the Oneonta campus. I enjoyed working with Ed to facilitate
the details of campus arrangements—parking, room setup, technology, coffee, lunch, schedule—for the
gathering.
Materials relative to building upon and strengthening the union’s mobilizing structure were distributed
and discussed. Additionally, Ed made a PowerPoint presentation entitled “Energizing Academic Members”
that he and Fred Floss, State Vice President for Academics, had put together. Amongst many creative and
attractive proposals, the list of “10 Things New Faculty Should Think About” certainly captured attendees’
attention. (Unfortunately, Fred, a valued asset and friend at many Oneonta events, was unable to participate
in this event due to a family emergency. The attendees wished Fred and his family well.)
One of the most enjoyable features of this meeting was that throughout the whole day the local
chapters were highly engaged in animated and dynamic conversations and discussions, exchanging
experiences and ideas of and making suggestions on how to recruit more members, especially more parttimers, and how to develop more meaningful, top-quality programs for the membership. Furthermore, the
chapters were even able to work out, tentatively, several collaborative plans for the future.
Of special note, Bill Simons, the host
chapter’s president, made a valuable suggestion.
Bill proposed that the State UUP Executive
Board consider holding its monthly meetings on
rotating SUNY campuses, rather than convening
primarily in Latham. Depending on the
feasibility of the logistics, State Executive Board
meetings on SUNY campuses would encourage
numerous potential gains, including bringing
the membership closer to decision-making,
providing leaders with grass roots perspectives,
and nurturing membership development.
The meeting was such a success that attendees recommended that it be employed as a model and
prototype for future workshops of its kind. Thanks to Mike Lisi, stellar Voice reporter and photographer, for
attending the workshop to provide coverage of the event in State UUP’s award-winning Voice magazine.
Special appreciation to Cobleskill President Clifford D. DaVis and Albany Vice President for Professionals
J. Philipe Abraham for the innovative and collaborative approach with which they invested the proceedings.
Above all kudos to Ed Quinn for creating a new and dynamic template that will resonate on UUP chapters
throughout the state.

UUP’s Rob Compton was a recent guest on SUNY Oneonta’s new radio series,
Global Voices, talking about politics and justice in developing countries. The
program airs Sunday mornings on Oneonta’s public radio station, WUOW 104.7
FM, as part of General Manager Gary Wickham’s two-hour news and public affairs
magazine called “Sunday Review.” Compton, who serves as Vice President for
UUP’s Oneonta Chapter and teaches at the SUNY Oneonta Department of Political
Science, was the winner of a highly competitive Fulbright Scholarship to teach as a
visiting professor at the University of Zimbabwe, in the Department of Political and
Administrative Studies, from January to June 2008.
The radio program is made possible by a 2009 student research grant and
continues as a group project in Communication Arts professor Gayane Torosyan’s
Audio Documentary Production course. The purpose of the program is to generate
UUPer Dr.
responses from listeners who would post their comments on the radio station’s
Gayane Torosyan,
Communication Arts
or Torosyan’s web sites, and later appear on the program themselves through
interviews or comments that would follow up on the topics discussed in one of the
initial broadcasts.
The rationale behind the research project is to measure the degree of increase in the number of
contributing voices through the use of Internet technology, interactivity and media feedback. Such multivocal discourse taking place in the “public sphere” of radio has a clear potential of further democratization
of the media that are otherwise subject to rapid centralization. When the media are monopolized by big
conglomerates and powerful newsmakers, they become tools of propaganda, according to scholars like
Edward S. Herman and Noam Chomsky.
Torosyan explains that the idea for an interactive program borrows from “Diplomacy and so-called
Generative Journalism,” which aims to draw audiences into becoming part of the journalistic process in
seeking solutions to global problems. The program aims to encourage the listeners to help set the agenda on
discourse in subsequent broadcasts of Global Voices.
Upcoming broadcasts of Global Voices will include interviews with Oneonta’s Director of
International Education Carol Mandzik, faculty members with international backgrounds and interests, as
well as local community members. The program can be heard every other Sunday morning on WUOW 104.7
FM or online at http://employees.oneonta.edu/torosygf/index.html by clicking on the “Global Voices” link on
the left followed by the program number.
Prior to joining the SUNY Oneonta faculty, Dr. Gayane Torosyan has worked in public radio for
almost ten years. Together with her students at the University of Iowa, she has created and hosted a half-hour
public affairs program that has received multiple awards from the Associated Press and the Iowa Broadcast
Association. She has contributed various news and feature stories to National Public Radio’s Morning
Edition, National Native News and Latino USA programs. She was born and raised in the former “Soviet
Republic” of Armenia.

The Sentinel Websites and Disclaimer
Editor’s Note: Statements Made in The Sentinel do not necessarily reflect the opinion of
UUP or any of its statewide representatives.
To go to the UUP Oneonta chapter website, which is designed and maintained by Kyle Britton,
go to the following link http://www.oneontauup.org
The chapter website contains a number of innovative features and links.
The statewide UUP website is located at www.uupinfo.org. It contains information about
members benefits and many other important topics.
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SUNY Oneonta’s New Radio Series, Global Voices: UUP er Gayane Torosyan
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What’s News?
By Brian Madden, Adjunct, Adjunct Lecturer, Communication Arts

Brian Madden Interviewing
the Champ

It’s always daunting when a new semester begins at SUNY Oneonta,
especially when a student in Broadcast Journalism tells me: “My
grandmother used to watch you on TV.”
Cute.
That was a long time ago in the Big Apple, reporting and anchoring at CNN
or FOX TV, or WCBS, WINS, or NBC and ABC Network Radio Sports, or
covering RFK, Nixon, and Giuliani. Broadcasting from the Olympic games
in Sarajevo, and Los Angeles; covering the World Series; braving threats,
and being thrown at, during unrest in the streets so many decades ago, was
all part of the gig.

Now, it’s time to slow down, and since I’ve been among the
media for 50 years, why shouldn’t I teach it to others?
It’s a delight to enter a classroom and let out with stories of
Billy, Reggie, Ali, Dali, Dizzy, Basie, and the Indy 500. The
students are learning there is little difference between gathering
news then, and the way it is today. The main change is the
use of satellites and digital media, but still, there must be
someone present at the scene of the crime, or the event, to
put it all together.
With Bobby

When I started out at WONG Radio in Oneida, New York,
it was 1960, when networks could own no more than five radio and TV stations each, and
a Fairness Doctrine, later eliminated by the Reagan administration, required equal exposure to political
candidates. Later, the Telecommunications Act of 1996, under President Clinton, led to the current massive
corporate ownerships.
There are basic aspects to being a valid news reporter, and the self-imposed standards (by established
media) of fairness and accuracy to the public are as they were way before I started out. Now we have the
Internet with all media elements: print, video, audio, photos, citizen reporters, and a global snowballing of
information and, yes, misinformation.
The latter is where we find journalism has become less than public service-minded, for mega corporations
such as GE (NBC), Disney (ABC), Time-Warner (CNN), News Corp. (FOX), and CBS, seem more
concerned with bottom lines. Tiger’s harem, Brangelina, and Lady Gaga are much more interesting.
Where are network documentaries about how this nation has become a Corporatocracy, and everything is
“Made in China?”
Fox News Channel’s, Roger Ailes, a former (?) media consultant to republicans, recently said, on ABC’s This
Week, “I’m in the ratings business. We’re winning.” He refers to cable TV, where statistics show less than
one percent of the population watches FNC on a given night. (Rush
Limbaugh tried TV syndication on broadcast stations some years ago,
but lasted only four years with Ailes as producer.) The majority of the
nation, I do believe, does not fall for the constant negative and hateful
approach.
That FNC is called “news” is risible. There is no “fair and balanced”
when Glenn Beck calls the President of the 1United States (“this guy”)
a racist who hates white people. Is that freedom of speech, or
freedom of breach (of trust)?
Brian Getting the Story from Mick Jagger

If this is news, we are truly in trouble.
continued

The Health Care debates, however, have caused serious online journalists, and hosts on MSNBC cable (with
fewer viewers) in particular, to check out why those opposed to such care are so invidious and insidious about
it. What is revealed is how so many members of the House and Senate are “owned” by the health insurance
and banking corporations and their lobbyists. Corporate interests are influencing
the lawmakers (courts?), and media so much so, the constituents, and even the
U.S. Constitution, be damned.
Like Shakespeare’s Iago, they act as gossips and fearmongers, whispering
innuendo into ignorant and unwitting ears. The public is their Othello.
I tell students to be fair and factual when reporting news.
A recent SUNY Oneonta graduate told me about his job as a radio reporter.
His boss told him there must be no good news aired for Democrats, only for
Republicans. What to do? I told him that was his decision.
He quit the job and found a station without bias.

Brian at the White House
2007

Just as a real news reporter would, and, he didn’t threaten to move to Costa Rica.

Earth Stewards Art & Water Planet Art

Gas companies are already sucking the water out of the Susquehanna River for hydrofracking in
Pennsylvania and they are pressuring to diminish our resources with more toxic gas drilling in New York
State. The millions of gallons they are taking is only the beginning to a very long, and detrimental process.
They’re calling it clean energy.
Vintage River recalls ancestors set in a frame; the ornate frame holds a treasure. Ancestors are revered,
but they are lost to us upon death. What fate is in store for the river? This painting, and more art from the
traveling exhibition, EarthStewards Coalition Art Show, will be on exhibit in April at the library in SUNYCortland, and at SeenUnseen Gallery, Main Street, Oneonta in May.
Water Planet Art is an initiative to give
inspiration and funding to organizations
fighting against the gas drilling. 50%
donation of sales of hand-painted art signs
on the website, www.WaterPlanetArt.
com, will support these efforts.
Artwork by Karen Kucharski;
email: artsign@waterplanetart.com
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These corporations, combined, own hundreds of media outlets, with the power to skew the news to
protect, promote, or favor, themselves, advertisers, and politicians. With the recent incredible Supreme
Court decision that corporations are the same as a person and can donate, with no restrictions, to political
candidates, even more power accrues to these companies.
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In Other Words: Comp Time vs. Overtime
By John Marino, Vice President for Professionals
Many professionals at SUNY College at Oneonta and — throughout SUNY normally
work a professional obligation and are not tied to particular hours, although they work
37.5 to 40 hours a week depending on campus past practice.
These employees are classified as “exempt” and are not eligible to receive overtime
under the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). However, they are entitled to compensatory
time for service worked beyond their normal professional obligation as defined in the
second type of compensatory time in Appendix A-29 of the Agreement between New
York State and UUP.
Under the FLSA, professional employees whose professional obligation is directly tied to hours worked are
classified as “nonexempt” and are eligible for overtime after working 40 hours. You must determine whether
you are “exempt” or “nonexempt” to know which type of compensation you are entitled to receive. If you
need help determining your category, contact Norm Payne, UUP Oneonta Vice President for Professionals, at
PayneNE@Oneonta.Edu.
If you are “nonexempt” and work more than 40 hours in a week, those overtime hours are calculated at 1.5
times your normal hourly wage. Up to 240 hours of overtime can be banked. (Please note that because of the
1.5 times the hourly rate factor, you actually worked 160 hours in order to bank the 240 hours.)
After you have accumulated 240 hours in your bank, you must be paid for your overtime, which will show
up in your bi-weekly paycheck. Other factors to keep in mind: You are paid for the hours accrued in this
bank at the rate you are earning when you leave SUNY; and the campus may choose to pay you from the first
overtime hour earned.
Whenever you are faced with an overtime situation, it is important to get your supervisor’s approval before
working the extra hours. Your supervisor only has the option to approve or not approve the extra hours. If
you are classified as “nonexempt,” according to the FLSA you cannot work overtime without the
appropriate compensation.
All professionals who are “exempt” from earning overtime can earn compensatory time. Compensatory time
has been around for a long time and it is defined in our contract (Appendix A-29). Comp time can be earned
for performing your duties beyond your normal professional obligation and can be used at a mutually agreed
upon time in the future. It is not accrued hour for hour or by any other factor.
For example, you normally work Monday through Friday. On Thursday, your supervisor asks you to work on
Saturday. That is the time you should discuss how much compensatory time you will earn for the extra work.
In this situation, your supervisor might offer you another day off in order to compensate you for working
the extra time. A sample memo is included at the end of Appendix A-29 and can be used to document the
compensatory time.
There are many different scenarios in which you can earn compensatory time.
Whatever it may be, you should get the compensation commitment before you do the extra work.
From time to time, members tell me that their supervisor says that overtime and comp time do not exist in
SUNY. That is absolutely not true. They do exist, and there is contract language and federal law to prove it.
Contact Norm Payne, UUP Oneonta Vice President for Professionals, at PayneNE@Oneonta.Edu if
compensation for extra work is not acknowledged by your immediate supervisor.

[Editor’s Note: Dr. Pence can be reached at pencehe@oneonta.edu ]

By Harry E. Pence, SUNY Distinguished
Teaching Professor Emeritus

Twitter, the microblogging site that limits messages to 140 characters, is currently the most rapidly growing
social networking web site, and it arouses strong emotions from both proponents and opponents. It is easy to start
using Twitter; simply go to the web site www.Twitter.com and sign up. Unfortunately, Twitter is like standing in
front of a fire hose of information, so the next essential step is to download Tweetdeck (www.tweetdeck.com),
a program that organizes the Tweets. Tweetdeck creates three basic columns, all friends, mentions, and direct
messages. This helps to keep direct messages from being lost in the flow.
Twitter is an asymmetric social site; you can normally follow someone even if she is not following you (although
she can choose to block you). Thus, Twitter is an excellent way to follow your favorite experts as they discuss
material in your specialized area. The key to mastering Twitter is to find interesting people to follow. There are
several ways to identify people. There are directories (i.e. www.wefollow.com/) that list people with specific
interests, like chemistry or history. There are also customized lists of Twitter users who have a common interest.
A site called Listorious (http://listorious.com) recommends lists of people to follow on various topics.
Frequently, discussions on Twitter are organized using a label called a hashtag, indicated by a pound sign (#).
These hashtags are often obvious, like #hhlib for the handheld librarians’ conference or #chemistry for chemistry
discussions. Tweetdeck can filter the stream of tweets for a given hashtag or word. Click on the small circle
with the plus sign in the upper left hand corner of the tweetdeck screen, and type a hashtag into the search box.
This will create a new column for tweets having this label. It is possible to use a similar procedure to search for
tweets that contain any word of interest. Searching for Oneonta creates a column of tweets that contain Oneonta.
Strangely enough, many Oneonta State students who use Twitter seem to be surprised that we have cold weather.
Twitter fulfills a number of different functions. Many news organizations are using it for up-to-the-minute
reporting on events like the protests against the Iranian election or the emergency landing of US Air Flight 1549 in
the Hudson. Businesses are starting to use Twitter, partly because some companies had public relations problems
from not following Twitter. Late last year five Eurostar trains were disabled for 16 hours in the Tunnel under
the English Channel, and passengers were given no food, water, nor information. Both passengers and waiting
relatives used Twitter to voice their anger. Eurostar apparently had neither a plan to respond to the physical
problems nor a plan to respond to the bad publicity. CNN also came in for Twitter criticism for being slow to
cover the Iranian protests. On the other hand, many companies have found Twitter to increase their sales. These
examples, both good and bad, have encouraged the creation of more proactive social media strategies.
Twitter can be valuable for higher education. Twitter is used as a back channel for questions and comments
during presentations at some academic conferences, and some professors are using it for their classes. Dr. Monica
Rankin uses Twitter as a back channel in her history courses at the University of Texas at Dallas and has made a
video describing her experiences(1) Olivia Mitchell has written a free, online book (2) that explains how to run a
back channel more effectively.
Real-time web searches of social sites like Twitter, FaceBook, and LinkedIn, have suddenly become popular.
Traditional web search finds information that you knew that you wanted; social search rapidly links to useful
information that you didn’t know existed. To do a real-time search on Google, first search the term in the normal
way. Then, click on the “show options” label just under the word Google. This opens a new column on the left.
Click on the word “latest” in that column, and this creates a real- time feed of material from Twitter, FaceBook,
and other social sites. Both Google and FaceBook are adding new features that support social networking.
The question for academics is, “Would you like to listen in on a panel of experts talking about your special area of
interest?” If the answer is, “Yes” then Twitter offers a possible way to do this. For the moment at least, Twitter is
clearly the next big development on the WWW, although programs like Google Buzz and/or Google Wave may be
even better.
References: 1. Monica Rankin, “Dr. Rankin’s Twitter Experiment - Intro video,” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cz_
W6vmrjmI&feature=related, (Accessed, Jan. 21, 2010). 2. Mitichell, Olivia, How to present with Twitter and other back channels,
November, 2009, http://www.speakingaboutpresenting.com/wp-content/uploads/Twitter.pdf, (Accessed, Jan. 29, 2010).
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To Tweet, or not to Tweet?
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UUP New Leaders and Chapter Presidents and Vice Presidents Workshop
By Nancy Cannon, Acting Secretary, Academic Delegate, and Photographer

Labor Relations Specialist Dennis Selzner

President Bill Simons Informed by Dennis Selzner

Oneonta participated with UUP chapters throughout the New York State in combined New Leaders and
Presidents/Vice Presidents Workshops in Cooperstown on March 5-6, 2010. Professional Staff and State
UUP Leaders led intensive workshops on the contract; grievance procedures; professional, academic, and
contingent labor concerns; chapter building; and media. State President Phil Smith led a plenary session
examining the dangers posed by the proposed Empowerment Act. Oneonta was represented by President Bill
Simons, Vice President for Academics Rob Compton, Grievance Officer Renee Walker, Membership Director
Hanfu Mi, Part-Time Concerns Officer Caridad Souza, Affirmative Action Officer Nithya Iyer, Acting Health/
Safety Officer Ron Bishop, Acting Secretary Nancy Cannon, Professional Facilitator Janie Forrest-Glotzer,
and Labor Relations Specialist Dennis Selzner. Oneonta delegates found the information garnered at the
workshops significant and useful in confronting the historic struggles ahead. In addition, networking with
State UUP leaders and activists from other chapters strengthened the solidarity that will provide ballast
to future collaboration. Dennis Selzner, formerly UUP Oneonta Vice President for Professionals and the
founder/editor of The Sentinel prior to serving as Oneonta, Delhi, Binghamton, and Cortland Labor Relations
Specialist, was honored for his long, devoted, and excellent service to UUP.

UUP Oneonta Leaders Caridad Souza, Rob Compton, and Nithya Iyer

By Ed Quinn, State UUP Membership Development Officer

There is a way that you can help the people in Haiti right now and in the long term. It is by buying coffee
from the co-operative in Haiti.
Go to Partners in Health(www.pih.org), an organization that has been providing health care need to the
Haitian people for over twenty years. It is easy to do just visit Deans Beans web site, http://www.deansbeans.
com/coffee/HAITI.html, and place your order.
You can continue to help the people in Haiti by making this a regular purchase throughout the year. Your
purchase will support their co-operative in Haiti and provide funds for community projects which are
democratically voted on by members of the cooperative. Some of these projects include building schools,
building bridges, providing clean drinking water, building health clinics. So your purchase of a pound (a real
pound, 16 oz.) of coffee will go a long way.

SENTINEL QUIZ
“Who is the only SUNY College at Oneonta alumnus ever elected to the New York
State Legislature? He holds both bachelors and master’s degrees from SUNY College
at Oneonta. He is a decorated combat veteran, a champion of autistic children, and
a strong friend of SUNY. He is a recipient of the Distinguished Alumni Award from
SUNY College at Oneonta. He has served in both the New York State Assembly and
the New York State Senate.”
The first person to email Nancy Cannon (cannonns@oneonta.edu) with the correct
answer will receive a UUP cap.

ACADEMIC FREEDOM TO BE PARANOID ---OR TO FIND
STRENGTH IN SOLIDARITY
By Fred Miller, Outreach Representative and Academic Delegate
The Winter Edition of Academe, the newsletter of the New York State Conference of The American
Association of University Professors, has several articles which might be of interest to both retired faculty
members and those who are pre-retired. One of the articles is about the budget cuts we (UUP) are fighting to
have reduced/restored.
Another article deals with the issue of SUNY Binghamton and its athletic team’s controversial activities.
That article is written by a faculty member who has been personally involved in the issue and, it certainly
invites an interpretation which involves the question of academic freedom. Another article draws attention
to an investigation into the issue of shared governance at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. In fact, most
of the articles in this edition seem to touch on the issue of academic freedom. The AAUP has launched
an “---awareness and action campaign---” which is being called “Speak Up, Speak Out: Protect the
Faculty Voice”.
The opening sentence of the article announcing that campaign begins, “In the face of unprecedented threats to
academic freedom at public colleges and universities---” It further warns of threats to the First Amendment
rights of faculty. Such language might heighten my paranoia--- if I had sense enough to be paranoid.
However, I don’t buckle to paranoia, and neither does UUP. I was one of the founders of State and Oneonta
UUP, and I can tell you that our Union has never and will never yield to intimidation. Be sure of this---UUP
will continue to expose the Orwellian-named Empowerment Act for the threat to SUNY that it is. Count on it.
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